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Nature2 - Water purity you can see and feel.
With less maintenance, better water quality, fewer chemicals
& less hassle, Nature2 is what every pool needs.

The Natural Mineral Purifier for Pools
When you swim in a pool purified by Nature2, the water quality is actually softer and more pure than any other pool
water you've experienced. Your pool water is not only brilliantly soft but it's more stable because the natural minerals
used by Nature2 are unaffected by bather load, heat or rain.

What is Nature2?
Nature2 is a water purifying system, which uses trace elements to maintain a more balanced pool. Using Nature2
allows you to use significantly less harsh chemicals like acid and buffer. The silver in Nature2 combined with
chlorine assists in maintaining the sanitation of the pool. Nature2 keeps pool water stable even in hot weather
and in heavily used pools.

How does it work?
With over 20 World Patents and 14 years of development, the Nature 2 Purifier directs water through a replaceable
cartridge. The cartridge contents are made of a large surface area mineral bed. Minute amounts of copper and
silver are dissolved into the water - lower than EPA* drinking water standards. This reacts with chlorine to assist
in maintaining the sanitation of the pool. The Nature2 cartridge contents are made up of a surface, which is both
reactive and adsorptive. The surface generates active oxygen and binds strongly to sulphur groups of bacteria,
while its adsorptive characteristics lead to removal of metals and organic molecules from the water.

Say YES to Less Maintenance
With a dramatic reduction in other chemicals, maintenance and water balance will definitely be easier and
less time consuming.

Say YES to Better Water Quality
Fewer chemicals mean less dissolved solids and less pH bounce. The ceramic bed picks up the small particles the
filter doesn't trap - leaving the water soft and brilliantly clear. It's like stepping into body lotion.

Say YES to Fewer Chemicals
With a chlorine level at 1 ppm** your pool remains more stable with Nature2.

Say YES to Effectiveness
Nature2 Purifiers have been installed in over 400,000 pools around the world and help to maintain a healthy pool
for these families.

Say YES to Less Hassle
Nature2 works automatically. Less maintenance and water balance adjustments and more time to enjoy your
fresh, natural pool. So if you want water purity you can see and feel, with less maintenance, better water quality,
fewer chemicals & less hassle.... just say YES!
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Nature2 Express and Pool Products have been registered with the APVMA. * Environmental Protection Authority of the United States
of America.** Stabilised and indoor pools should use chlorine to the manufacturers directions.
Zodiac follows a process of continual product improvement; colours and included accessories may be different from those shown.

